uvm’s greatest lessons come from outside the classroom

By mollykelly-yahner, leancellan, and erikaweisz

From the clammy back row of the Billings lecture hall to your favorite late night cramming table at the Cafe, UVM is chock full of learning. As a wise professor (or was it a T.A.?) once said, life’s true lessons are learned outside the classroom. These precious and beautiful moments, unique to the UVM community, have taught us vital life lessons that we will carry past graduation, smack dab into our grown-up lives.

My roommate was a filthy drunk slob and I had to clean up her vom on the reg.

I walked up Main Street every single weekend night, usually drunk. Usually drunk, but never alone. As Miley Cyrus says, “It’s the climb.” Sure, it may have burned at times, but considering Main Street with dear friends on a weekend night is the most significant challenge an undergrad can overcome. Bravo! If you can do this, you can do anything.

The Bailey Howe Library is in the same condition as it was when my mom went here in ’73.

Slow your roll. Change is not always good and sometimes you need to embrace the past instead of running away from it for bigger, better, more expensive things. The conditions of the pristine Bailey Howe (“home away from home” for many of us) help us prepare for future working conditions at desk jobs with fluorescent lights and no windows.

My roommate was a filthy drunk slob and I had to clean up her vom on the reg. Sometimes we all have to give a little bit and care for those whom love. Consider this: I had a 30 minute conversation with a man on a bike, then the cops came over to me and asked me if he was begging me for alcohol, again?

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids.

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. That’s what I thought.

Someone grabbed my butt at Mr. Mike’s. Someone pooped on my staircase. Going green is hard, and it’s expensive. But when you’re using a corn based spoon to shovel Davis Center chocolate pudding down your gullet, think of how much you’re reducing your carbon footprint. Nice.

When I was a freshman, I clogged the toilet in the communal bathroom in Millis 3 High. To this day, everyone calls me “Cloggie”, even my birth mother! One of life’s greatest lessons is learning to laugh at yourself. Your rank deuce ruined everyone’s weekend, and no one ever forgot about it. It’s funny, you wet blanket you!

“Life isn’t about how to survive the storm, but it’s about how to dance in the rain.”

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. With the help of your teacher and a T.A., you can’t always get what you want. Sometimes life is full of disappointment; it just goes to show you that you never know when the love bug will bite. In the immortal words of Celine Dion, “Love comes to those who believe it, and that’s the way it is.”

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. My ancient professor hasn’t returned a single assignment and doesn’t even know my name. It’s May 3rd. Love hurts. If you love something, let it go. If it comes back, you might pass chemistry majors major!

One of life’s greatest lessons is learning to laugh at yourself. Your rank deuce ruined everyone’s weekend, and no one ever forgot about it. It’s funny, you wet blanket you!

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. I thought my T.A. had a big fat crush on me, so I went in for the kiss. Turns out, no.

Someone grabbed my butt at Mr. Mike’s.

My graduation robe is made out of recycled water bottles and it still costs $60.

Someone pooped on my staircase.

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. You can’t always get what you want. Sometimes life is full of disappointment; being a neurosurgeon isn’t in the cards when your incompetence precedes you. It’s all about moving on. When life gives you lemons, make Canadian bacon!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. You can’t have your cake and not have rancid diarrhea, too. Easy come, easy go. Beggars can’t be choosers. And you’re fat now, huh? Well there’s just more to love, baby. Look me in the eye and tell me you didn’t love grundle burgers. That’s what I thought.

I ate Sodexo every day, gained 19 pounds, and developed a raging case of hemorrhoids. I came to UVM with dreams of being a neurosurgeon. I failed everything, and not so much an HJ in sight.

From the clammy back row of the Billings lecture hall to your favorite late night cramming table at the Cafe, UVM is chock full of learning. As a wise professor (or was it a T.A.?) once said, life’s true lessons are learned outside the classroom. These precious and beautiful moments, unique to the UVM community, have taught us vital life lessons that we will carry past graduation, smack dab into our grown-up lives.

By mollykelly-yahner, leancellan, and erikaweisz
We are sorry, but we cannot provide a natural text representation of this document as it appears to be a mix of various unrelated articles and content. It seems to be a collection of different sections, possibly from different sources, that do not form a coherent document. If you are interested in any specific part of the text, please let me know, and I can assist you with that portion.
As you scan like ants in these final days of classes, remember you are not just ants. What it is that you’re interrupting ants for is a mystery. At least it is that called a gnat? Probably not. It is because our close relatives are constantly interrupted by the world’s least exciting creature. As we humans, much like our relatives, the ants, are constantly trapping ourselves in unbreakable patterns. We often choose the same drudgery when we head out to do basic tasks like laundry or getting groceries. It is as if we have subconsciously become like little automatons with a world of little diversity. If you are one of those unfortunate individuals that have allowed your mind to be imprisoned by the habitual routines of your own reality then may I guide you in the right direction. Let this act as a lesson towards the understanding of the truly ironic. This ironical act only descends upon us, as we start with the obvious yet altogether unbelievable. The fact that we, as human beings, find ourselves in the midst of unbreakable patterns. Your eyes can be opened many days and even weeks by the consumption of nutrients. A stop at Alice’s for an everything with veggie cream cheese sandwich is a strangely comforting and familiar act which may all be that we can. Let these patterns shatter your lives. I am left one of extraordinary and altogether unbreakable achievements of the new improvement to Simpson’s UVM Dinin. The Nacho Bar: You fixed a, a good bar exists on campus, in a dining hall so less. All it takes is one swipe of your UVM I.D or a miraculous $10.00 cash and you can eat all the stale or soggy tortilla chips you need, saturated with bright yellow cheese flavored dip, red hot sauce, cream, and other stuff. If this is not enough to shake the world, you will be reminded of this great untouched resource that sits upon campus slowly col- lecting dust. That’s right, it has a germ, a fly, and without you, it will just sit, rotting and decaying. The irony of it all may just remind you of how low you are in your compassion and understanding for the little people. That poor ant that enters your line of sight this morning almost always grins the middle morning. This makes it so much easier to comprehend the irony of your daily life. Thus, we open ourselves up to wash away any anxiety you may have had about the possibility of washing away the days of your life. It’s that easy. As you rear up from the experience of washing away your past, you may once again find yourself as more damaging than biking down Main Street.

--- Visit the Ben and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- By emily

--- Fire escape. It is highly unlikely, unless you’re going ing than it is here. --- Visit the Ben and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- by greg

--- Constant runoff pollution from dog poop --- Bean and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- by caleb

--- Thought: I am the only one who has an issue with dog poop --- Bean and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- by liz cantrell

--- Nothing really. I mean, I don’t know, whatever. Doesn’t matter. Nothing matters. --- Bean and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- You are: Everything except your ex. --- Bean and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- You like: Everything except your ex. --- Bean and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- by manoj

--- Every man’s last resort. --- Bean and Jerry’s factory to realize why you looked.

--- by johnathan

--- The stress of the 2010/2011 school year will finally tracked it in your pockets, the pressure of finals added to the already-col- lentress cabin fever of those students living on campus.
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So, the lesson learned here is that you must think before you act. Perhaps your buff checkoff flannel didn’t have the best choice of your yellow blackboard board shirts! And he’s better, you’re not 70. Can’t you see that embarrassing zipping-near-nothing out of cloth no matter what you say? That’s why shall you until next year. Go out and enjoy your summers, cause I’ll be back in September to stay on top of your poor clothing Options. And, keep the I Want You To Ride a bike has really being enjoyed.

créatif stuffé.

On a sunny day

dicated by ariellechampion

It was a sunny day, not that I would have. After a lack, first time of class I was happy to attend in front of my computer. Really, it was just a security blanket. I fell overembedded by this idea that I have in college.

"What happened?" How had I reached the impossible old age of 20? "Why was, for the first time in my life, bringing someone that wasn’t home?" How could I go back without seeing my family? It was very scary and I felt unsettled to find me in a room for my whole family.

Crystalgoddess >> Hey. Girl 1 >> A girl from Alakisa of all places and a person I know almost exclusively online.

ThetragetVG >> Why? What’s up? Girl 1 >> Not that I did you write the new chapter of your popular novel yet? ThetragetVG >> Er, not exactly. Sorry, I’ve been too busy being moody. Girl 1 >> What are you moody about? Has your college life-give not yet gotten down on you guys?

ThetragetVG >> Kinda, yeah. I guess I never really believed in the whole "you are your own story" thing in the first place, but I guess most of the story about getting into college, or even... Would they have any actually made me give up?

Crystalgoddess >> Here she made any friends there yet?

by melobypresley

Tunes

a water tower exclusive: KEEPAWAY!

by bridgettecorso

Keptaway are the new go-to in avant-pop, the next Animal Collective— in fact, they opened for A.C. (as well as Yeasayer) ... as Pitchfork so eloquently put it, “production that sounds like you record inside a water bong.” Their first EP, A Sexy Senior Man, is supposed to be something that’s specially created for you and only you, but the UO mix is mass-produced ... wider audience. And, unlike the often-subpar quality of Urban Outfitter’s clothes, this music is consistently awesome.

I saw you on Redstone today

I see you riding your bike around school

Are there 7-11s in VT?

I hope that you stay for a while,

Son? A mix is supposed to be something that’s specially created for you and only you, but the UO mix is mass-produced ... wider audience. And, unlike the often-subpar quality of Urban Outfitter’s clothes, this music is consistently awesome.

The Morning Benders, “Excuses” (from LSTN 9): If you knew girl garage rockers covering the great David Bowie? Yup.

Vivian Girls, “John, I’m Only Dancing” (from LSTN 9): Bad-ass girl garage rockers covering the great David Bowie? Yup.

Vivian Girls, “I Don’t Want Anythin’” (from LSTN 9): If you haven’t heard Vivian Girls, you should. I know I was only introduced to Vivian Girls a few months ago, but I have been loving them ever since. Their sound is addictive and their music is enjoyable. I highly recommend you listen to their music and get into the catchy tunes they have to offer.

Kristen, “I Don’t Want Anythin’” (from LSTN 9): You should listen to the song “I Don’t Want Anythin’” by Kristen. It’s a fun and catchy song that you can easily get into.

Sundae with hiking boots - you'll probably hear most frequently seen outfits of April up here in the treacherous winter slush. This can lead to some cold, and not particularly stylish combinations of clothing worn on campus. The only way to go is in some style that locals call “spring”

3 White ribbed tank top with - I just don’t think this will make it a cool outfit. Swimming suits is so bad, nobody even knows what it’s actually called, and act as separate, off-shoreish colloquial name (“the wet suit”)

Flannel with board shorts — this is for those who want to look flashy and cold. While entertaining the idea that they might be bald-faced North Beach option, it sucks so bad, nobody even knows what it’s actually called, and act as separate, off-shoreish colloquial name (“the wet suit”)

Sundae with hiking boots — you'll probably hear mostly frequently seen outfits of April up here in the treacherous winter slush. This can lead to some cold, and not particularly stylish combinations of clothing worn on campus. The only way to go is in some style that locals call “spring”

I am: A sexi Mexi

lets meet up sometime, please don’t say no.

I was Russian and didn’t speak English.

When I see you, I have to look again.

So I’m just saying this for fun

You are bold because I made a bold step. I can go wherever my feet can take me’Cause I got on damn good boots.
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Relationship Status: Single
Interested In: Men
Movies: Dead Poets Society, Heathers, RENT, CAMP, Fight Club
Music: Bright Eyes, MIKA, Pointer Sisters, Queen
Political Views: Very Liberal
Religious Views: God is Gay

I have NO FUCKING CLUE what I’m doing next year
UVM Senior Week: Gettin' Crunk!!
Let’s fail a class and spend another year here...
last 525,600 minutes of UVM =( 

About faceplace 2.5
by paul gross and patrick leene
illustrations by vanessa denino,
katie gagliardo, patrick leene and lauryn schrom.

Purceville T. Marcusberg '11
See more photos of Purceville (10,299)

Da’ Wall

Purceville T. Marcusberg
Last UVM theatre production everrrr =(' will miss you guys!

Dan Fogel
You know, Purcy, it’s my last year here too! We gon’ get fucked UPPPPP!

Patrick Messmore
Man, I remember being your RA sophomore year. Can’t believe we’re graduating! Need any free condoms for senior week? I got emm...

Shannon Markowitz
You’re graduating? That’s hawt.

Purceville T. Marcusberg
How am I gonna get drunk every day when I have a job???

Dr. Lourve
Purceville, I knoweth this to be your ultimate performance as a member of the University of Vermont players. Still, the depravity you’ve displayed is unconscionable. I will not tolerate your further arrival at rehearsal in a Dionysian stupor! FINIS

Dislike.

Chill out dude, I can still fire you.
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